Clustering clinical data: Biologically meaningful simulations and mixed-distance dissimilarity solutions

Abstract: Unsupervised clustering poses unique challenges in clinical data due to their heterogeneous size and mixed type. We hypothesized that these limitations could be overcome by calculating dissimilarity by combining multiple distance methods. A review of the literature suggested that existing solutions for mixed, clinical data are sparse and lack rigor. In an initial experiment on real clinical data, we found limitations in a common approach: converting a mixed data set to a single data type. To rigorously test dissimilarity metrics and clustering methods, we developed 32,400 simulations of realistic, mixed-type clinical data. We used these simulations to test 3 clustering algorithms (hierarchical clustering, Partitioning Around Medoids, and self-organizing maps) on 5 single distance metrics (Jaccard Index, Sokal & Michener or Hamming distance, Gower coefficient, Manhattan distance, Euclidean distance) and 3 multiple distance methods of calculating dissimilarity (DAISY, Supersom, and Mercator, a method of our own devising). We applied the superior solution for a data mixture predominated by binary features, DAISY with Ward’s hierarchical clustering, to the data set from our initial experiment, and recovered important prognostic features. These experiments raise future questions for clustering problems in clinical data, including identifying minimum size for successful clustering (relevant when clustering clinical trials) and addressing concerns for validation of sometimes variable outcome. This talk elaborates on thesis work undertaken for an M.S. in Biomedical Informatics at OSU in Spring 2020.
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